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Ohaudhuri, Jatindra Bimal—The Widow in the Vedic Ritual,
TMR. LXX, pp. 472-473.	[1167
Discusses the Niyoga system briefly.
	 The Position of the Daughter in  the   Vedic   Ritual.
NIA. IV, Pt. 2, pp. 77-85.	[1168
Points out various references in Vedic authorities to the rights of
daughters to perform the sraddha rites for her parents; and other
equal, rites with the son, only if she has no brother. In few cases the
son had precedence over her, but this is because she is to care more
for her husband's family than her parents and cannot be supposed to
have as much privilege as the son.
	 The Position of Wives other  than the   First in the
Vedic Ritual.    IHQ. XVII, pp. 180-195 ; 492-505.      [1169
Gives the various duties of wives in the Vedic ritual.
Chaudhuri, Nani Madhab—Mother-Goddess Conception in
the Vedic Literature. 1C. VIII. Pt. 1, pp. 65-83; Pt. 2,
pp. 159-174.	[1170
Analyses the representations of deities and personified objects etc.,
as female in the Rgveda j then deals with female deities invoked as
"mothers", and finally draws attention to the high development of
the abstract conception of the All-mother. The Vedic attitude to
female deities is considered and attention is drawn to certain facts
brought out by this study. Next he passes on to an intensive exami-
nation of the attributes of a number of important mother-goddesses
which shows important results. Attention is also drawn to female
deities in the later Vedic literature and a statement of results obtained
so far follows. The inquiry next turns to the probable sources of
different types of mother-goddess found in the Rgveda.
Coomaraswamy, Ananda K.—Lila. JAOS. Vol. 61, Pt. 2,
pp. 98-101.	[1171
A study of the Sanskrit word Ilia. He is chiefly concerned with
the reference of Ilia to the divine manifestation and activity thought
of as a « sport ", " Playing ", or " dalliance ".
Dandekar. R. N.~Somatism of Vedic Psychology. IHQ.
XVII, pp. 70-76.	[1172
Approaches the question of the origin of the conception of manas,
the human faculty which is usually associated in the Veda with a
variety of psychological activities from the philological point of view.
Concludes that the 'somatism' of late Indian psychology may be traced

